Pi Delta Phi Spring 2009 Schedule
(The schedule could be subject to change)

Officers: President – Maria Teresa O’Brien
Vice-President – Jamie Winholtz
Treasurer - Tyler Cain
Public Relations – Jesse Mataye
pideltaphiucf@gmail.com

1- Meetings at the Student Union Egmont Key Room 224 from 6:30 pm – 7:30 pm
- January 26, 2009
- February 16, 2009
- March 23, 2009
- April 20, 2009

2- January 31st: HAPPY Hour Showcase, Pi Delta Phi is a partner for this event.
   At UCF – TA building from 9:00am to 2:30 pm

3- Mardi Gras Party: February 20, 2009 (TBA)

4- Moliere Play at UCF (TBA)

5- Monthly movie at Alliance Française

6- Tutoring only by appointment (contact us: pideltaphiucf@gmail.com)

7- Pi Delta Phi end of the semester ceremony (TBA)